VMock's Mock Interview

How–To Guide

Mock Interview platform, targeted toward the desired career, leverages state-of-the-art techniques in Computer Vision, Natural language processing, and Machine Learning to help users unlock their full potential in interviews. The platform offers real-time guidance which is customized to each user’s career aspirations. It aims to deliver pointed feedback on pertinent interview parameters so as to allow maximum conversion of an interview attempt. Users also gain actionable guidance in the form of samples such as tutorial videos and articles for each feedback module.

KEY BENEFITS

NON-VERBAL

Focuses on your body language & provides insights to create a better visual impact on the recruiters

DELIVERY OF SPEECH

Analyzes speech on certain audio parameters & provides feedback symbolizing confidence in interview speech

CONTENT STRENGTH

Evaluates the content to check the structure and presence of necessary elements in the interview response

SALIENT FEATURES

- VMock's Mock Interview platform provides built-in mock interview sets for 100+ career tracks for students to practice.

- Students can create their own custom mock interview from the question library section on the platform or ask their peers and coaches to create one.

- Students can attempt assessments floated by career coaches and receive AI feedback. On the other hand, career coaches can verify the submissions and add their own feedback to the interviews.
GET STARTED

- Go to [www.vmock.com/fiucareer](http://www.vmock.com/fiucareer) and select Interviews from the top navigation menu and click on 'Mock Interview'.

- Select up to 3 career preferences from the list of careers and get started.

- You would get mock Interviews for different career tracks associated with the chosen preferences with various difficulty levels.

- You can also upload your resume to get mock interviews as per system recommendations as per your resume.

- You can create a mock interview by yourself or ask your peers and coaches to create an interview for you.

- You can also attempt mock interviews shared with you in the form of assessments by your career center.

- Understand the steps to overall improvements in the summary section to take your interview to the next level.

- Go through the know more and next steps in detailed feedback section.

- Incorporate the overall feedback in your next interview. You can also share your video to your career coach and peers for the Network Feedback.

You will be all SET to unlock your potential in real-life interviews!

VMOCK TARGETED FEEDBACK

Your Goal – achieve all the objectives till level 5

**Level 1:** Pay attention to the feedback and specific examples particularly relevant to your situation.

**Level 2,3:** You are on the right track and with some focused effort, you can get into the green zone. Follow the feedback and improve your score.

**Level 4,5:** Great going! But there could still be room for improvement. Review the feedback and ensure that you have done your best.

**Your goal:** to reach level 5 in Mock Interview